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I hope you have been able to enjoy the beautiful weather this week. We
made use of it to practice escaping through the window in case we ever
had to get out and couldn’t use the door. The officer in charge of our
lockdowns wanted us to practice as they now recommend getting out of a
building if possible instead of hiding if there is a dangerous intruder.
Although we don’t anticipate that happening, we practice just as we do for
fire and tornados.  The kids mostly thought it was great fun.

Advanced notice: The school Christmas program is December 9. We ask
that each family brings one dozen cookies for the fellowship time after the
program.  Note this is per family, not per child.

Spelling Words

First grade: round, shout, cloud, south, cow, now, down, brown, clown,
crown, town, slow, snow, what, was

Second grade: squirm, noise, toy, stood, loose, world, right, football,
crosswalk, birthday, point, bookmark, work, high, where, live, lose

Bible verse
1Thessalonians 5: 18 “Give thanks in all circumstances, for this is God’s
will for you in Christ Jesus.”

Subject Updates
Kindergarteners have been working hard to write numbers to 5. In
language they are learning m and h. One day while doing penmanship, the
letters they had to write were “hi”. One of them said “That’s for hippo.” I
love that they are beginning to put the sounds they know into words!

First graders are reviewing facts to 12. Their next unit is on time and
money. In phonics they are learning r-controlled vowel combinations such
as ar, or, and ir.



Second graders are measuring with centimeters, decimeters, and meters.
In language, they are determining if a noun is proper or common and
learning to use commas in a series.

In Bible, we are learning about the life of Joseph. God was always in
charge even when things looked very bleak for Joseph.

In science, we are studying our bodies. We made a model of the eye with
a balloon as we talked about what the different parts did. We also did an
activity to demonstrate how the ears work together to determine where
sound is coming from and used a rubber band to demonstrate the
vibrations that our ears pick up from sound waves.

Looking Ahead

Nov. 12 - parent/teacher conferences
- Harvest Sale

Dec. 9   - Christmas program
Dec. 10 - Shopping Day at school


